Completed Log Homes
and Property For Sale

I’m sailing or renting landed property and wonderful luxury Slavonian wooden
house made of full logs completely equipped and furnished, handmade unique
wooden house with an infield and landed property. There are a living room with
a gallery, kitchen, dining room, bathroom and a terase (app 20m2) which is
covered and it has a barbecue. Cover Tondach “biber” roof tile. Joilery is
handmade. There are two bedrooms in the 2nd floor. Wooden house 127,15 m2 in
a small village isolated with 28 497m2 infield at the top of the mountain Krndija.
The house is surrounded with woods and meadows so it is perfect for relaxing.
There is no neighbors around. There is a land behind the house in one piece and
it is stretching to the top of the hill. This real estate is very interesting for
everyone who loves peace and silence since the village is surrounded with wood.
Land is fenced around and there are planted peaches all over it (app 50 000m2).
The house and the land are protected with cameras. There is a fireplace and
electric radiator for heating. There is a new well too. There are one pear and one
apple tree “old sorts” which are 80 Years old. We are in the process of getting
certificate for organic production. With a wooden house there is one house more
which needs to adapt a connection for electricity. With all that have been told
there are a orchard with young peaches and nuts (29 466m2) with an excavated
lake and wooden house “HUNTER” (36m2) in the price. With the buying all from
this advert You are getting two wooden houses, one built wrecked house with
three-phase connection, orchard (57 963m2), all that is enclosed with the new

fence, a lake, covered apiary, perfect for professional beekeeping. There are set
stands for 200 bee hives, perfect location for bees because there is no need to
relocate them and there is no conventional production so there is no loss in
beekeeping.
MORE INFO:
http://www.njuskalo.hr/nekretnine/kuca-jezero-visoka-prizemnica-127-m2oglas-3005858
www.tehnoalarm.hr
mail: tehnoalarm@vip.hr
mob: 00385911338349
Skype: tehnoalarm

